Voice Acoustic Analysis of Pediatric Vocal Nodule Patients Using Ratios Calculated With Biomedical Image Segmentation.
The aim of this study was to determine nodules using newly developed software with a computer-assisted visual process technique for the calculation of size. The effects of the ratios of nodule base and width were evaluated with voice acoustic analysis. A total of 72 patients with pediatric vocal nodule were evaluated. Nodules were marked with the ImageJ News program on photographs obtained from the video recordings in the videostroboscopic examination and classified according to the Shah et al scale. Segmentation was applied automatically. The ratios were taken as base of nodule/width and base of nodule/vocal cord. In the voice acoustic analysis, basic frequencies (mean F0), jitter (local %), shimmer (local %), and harmonicity (mean harmonics-to-noise [mean HNR]) were evaluated. A statistically significant negative correlation was determined between the mean F0 value and the nodule base/width ratio (P = 0.042, r = -0.240). A negative statistically significant relationship was determined between jitter (%) and vocal nodule base/width (P = 0.009, r = -0.305). A statistically significant positive correlation was determined between mean HNR and vocal nodule base/width (P = 0.034, r = 0.324). In discriminant analysis, correct classification of the Shah et al scale degrees of the classifying variables was 73.6%. Through collaboration with the biomedical engineering department, the results of this study determined new ratios in patients with pediatric vocal nodule. In voice acoustic analysis, the mean F0 was more affected by the width of the nodule, mean HNR was affected by the length of the base of the nodule, and jitter (%) was affected by the width of the nodule.